are you ready to join the RTD market
to stay ahead of your competition?
With over 1500 distilleries in America, and that number growing rapidly, it’s no
surprise that Ready-to-Drink (RTD) cocktails are hitting the market in a big way.
RTDs have grown 43% in global consumption in 2020, according to the IWSR, with
U.S. consumers leading the charge, and with an estimated additional growth of
21.8% by 2024. According to the IWSR, in the US, the RTD category will be bigger
by volume than the spirits category by the end of this year.

Create first-to-market innovations that
deliver incremental growth with our
sustainable maturation processes which
uncover a whole new world of production
opportunities and taste experiences that
are waiting to be enjoyed.
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“

we can help you
from step none to
step done in the
most direct path
possible.

“

Two Trees can help you develop innovations from
scratch, create new versions of your existing product
lines, or add premium, finishing touches to your RTD
beverage products.
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Our partnership with Iron Heart Canning allows us to can your RTD Cocktail when
you’re ready to have your product packaged. Iron Heart allows us to package still
products which are dosed with nitrogen for can rigidity, cascade effects, or both.
As the quality leader of mobile canning, Iron Heart Canning also provides a seam
integrity guarantee, skilled and professional operators, dissolved oxygen (DO)
measuring during filling and a sanitation guarantee. IHC also offers various can
sizes in standard, sleek, and slim cans and the logistical team to source the cans.
You will also have the option to get shrink-sleeved cans, printed cans, or have your
cans labeled on canning day with IHC’s inline labeler.

Can Sizes
(not limited to but
regular sizes include):

Standard

(211 dia can w/ 202 dia lid)
• 8oz
• 16oz
• 12oz
• 19.2oz

Sleek

(204 dia can w/ 202 dia lid)
• 8oz
• 10oz
• 12oz

Slim

(200 dia can w/ 200 dia lid)
• 187ml
• 200ml
• 250ml

Packaging is the gatekeeper of your brand
and our partnership with Iron Heart Canning
allows us to ensure your customers are getting
the best final product possible.

It’s time to reinvent old ways of doing things to make things interesting.
With limitless options and unmatched speed-to-market innovations, we deliver
time-honored and on-trend premium profiles across alcohol categories in a
sustainable, consistent, and agile manner. Our capabilities are un-matched for
aged (brown spirits) and unaged spirits for RTDs (bourbon, rye whiskey, American
whiskey, rum, gin, vodka).
Chad Slagle | Two Trees Beverage
818-613-3826
c.slagle@twotreesdistilling.com
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contact

Roger Kissling | Iron Heart Canning
908-619-5449
roger@ironheartcanning.com
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